It has been over 40 years since Connecticut amended its Constitution to ensure citizens a right to a free public education. Despite the constitutionally prescribed right, dramatic inequities in educational conditions continued to characterize the state's K-12 educational system, especially between suburban/rural white and urban minority school districts. In the 1970s plaintiffs challenged the prevailing mechanism for allocating education funds with a host of court cases that tackled the thorny question of how much financial responsibility the state should assume to equalize the spending disparities between school districts. Prodded by court decisions, many formulas and approaches have been proposed by the Connecticut General Assembly in response to the various legal challenges yet the state has never fully funded the cost sharing formula nor lived up to the 50-50 cost sharing arrangement envisaged by some policymakers. The situation remains at an impasse with the latest court action, CCJEF v. Rell (2005), to be resolved no sooner than 2014 by most accounts.
Introduction
It has been over 40 years since Connecticut amended its Constitution.(Note 1) Among its numerous innovations, the 1965 state constitution unequivocally set forth an equal protection clause and an education clause. (Note 2) The education clause ensures its citizens a right to free public elementary and secondary schools whereas the equal-protection clause bans discrimination or segregation based on race or color These constitutional guarantees coexisted over the ensuing years with glaring inequities in Connecticut's public education system especially between rural white and urban minority school districts (Eaton, 2006) . In the 1970s, in a case known as Horton v. Meskill (1977) , plaintiffs challenged the prevailing mechanism for allocating education financing monies alleging it violated the state's constitution. The Court found for the plaintiffs. At the time, the existing system of school financing in the state relied largely on local property tax revenues with a portion coming from the state in the form of a flat per pupil grant. The Court found the existing education financing mechanism unconstitutional because it failed to acknowledge the marked disparities in the wealth among the Connecticut towns and it lacked significant equalizing state support. The Justices reasoned that the system resulted in students in poorer towns receiving an education of substantially lower breadth and quality than that received by students in towns with greater financial capability.
The declaration of an affirmative obligation necessarily compels some judgment. The basic definition of the right is only the prelude to a whole host of subsidiary questions. Left unanswered were how much compensation to provide and who will pay the subsidy. These questions require extensive fact finding and legal interpretation with neither immediate nor unambiguous answers. Indeed, as Professor Richard Epstein (Epstein, Simple Rules For A Complex World, 1995) presciently puts it, "any system of affirmative substantive rights is likely to be dogged by this difficulty." (p.28) In fact, the Horton Court wisely left it to the state assembly to fashion a constitutionally acceptable remedy.
Numerous formulas and approaches have been proposed by the state assembly (and others) in response to the Court's objections, to no avail (Symposium Connecticut Law Review, 1997) . For many, the obligation established by the state Supreme Court has been -despite considerable tinkering -erratically discharged by the state legislature. Fundamentally, we can't seem to agree on how much to pay in "equalizing" state support. In fact, Connecticut has spent the last 30 years embroiled in disputes over precisely this aspect of its public school financing. (Note 3) It has done so under the shadow of continued allegations that inherent inequities in school funding continue to abrogate the same clauses of the state constitution that were found abridged in Horton. (Note 4) But despite the spirited and bitter court and legislative fights throughout this period -no satisfactory resolution appears to be in sight. In fact, several legal challenges followed Horton. The situation remains at an impasse even with the latest court action-CCJEF v. Rell -which dramatized the continuing social and political disagreement as to the funds necessary to close the performance gap (CCJEF v. Rell, 2010) .
It may be no earlier than 2014 before CCJEF is adjudicated; and there is a sense that CCJEF may not prevail (Note 5) However, it is unlikely that the underlying issue will abate any time in the near or not-so-near future. The performance gap and its associated issues such as the role of the teachers' union, the importance of the nuclear family, the charter and magnet school debates all constitute an integral part of the political grist in Connecticut.
In this paper we explore the possibility of giving 'chance a chance' in resolving the educational financing dilemma. The use of lotteries to make decisions on educational matters has become increasingly popular, as of late (Stone, What Can Lotteries Do For Education?, 2008; Glass, 2006; Dolle & Newman, 2008; Schwartz, 2005) . And it has been naturally followed by a corresponding associated increase in popular and scholarly commentary (Lim, 2011; Mohl, 2004) .
Indeterminacy, fairness and incentive effects are typically the major reasons advanced to justify the use of lotteries to make decisions. We neither quibble with nor challenge any of the reasons advanced. Rather, we set forth a decision-making framework within which the education financing decision is to be analyzed, the impasse explained in terms of first principles, and the proposed resolution derived.
Given its permanence in our political environment exploring the decision-making framework that underscores the educational financing impasse may be worthwhile. With a framework in place we can better understand the nature of proposed solutions and the forces aligned in support and those arrayed in opposition. The dual-error framework originates in the decision-making under uncertainty literature (Hammond, 1996) . But it is one which has found great resonance across any number of social and legal policy debates (Miller, 2010; Easterbrook, 1984; Hammond, 1996) . Indeed, demonstrating the usefulness of this framework in the education financing context is one of our two objectives in this paper. We also draw, based on our analysis, a proposed resolution based on sortition.
The dual-error framework is readily accessible and articulate enough to push our understanding beyond the facile us-versus-them zero-sum nature of the more popular explanation: the impasse arises because the debate and its exponents have pitted the suburbs against urban centers (Dyson, 2004) . One party believes it is the target of a shakedown, the other of that it bears the brunt of its counterpart's racial insensitivity (Frahm, 2010) . (Note 6) Our theory also allows us to understand the relevance and limitations of the empirical backdrop of the role of resources in educational performance. In fact, the empirical backdrop at the core of the demand for additional monies expressed in CCJEF is based on a theory of educational adequacy (DeNardis, From Equity to Adequacy: Evolving Legal Theories in School Finance Litigation. The Case of Connecticut, 2010). Whereas the discarded, older theoretical vehicle, an equity theory, would call for uniform funding throughout school districts, the adequacy approach sets a level of funding need to achieve a minimum acceptable educational outcome even at the expense of resulting reverse-discrimination inequities (Koski & Reich, 2006) . Regardless of foundational and empirical coherence, the resolution remains: more monies are required.
As with all theories the adequacy theory is necessarily imprecise despite its popularity across the nation. Their empirical applicability or relevance may have been demonstrated in a different setting. Its correspondence to a Connecticut setting does not necessarily follow. To draw conclusions in the social sciences requires that empirical evidence be combined with sufficiently strong maintained assumptions about the nature of individual behavior and social interaction. Manski's telling description of what is known as the identification problem is worthwhile (Manski, 2007) .
Suppose that, unable to interpret observed patterns of behavior, you seek the expert advice of several social scientists. One asserts that pressure to conform to group norms makes the individuals in a group tend to behave similarly (an endogenous effect). Another theory states that behavior depends on the demographic composition of the group (a contextual effect). A third maintains that persons with similar characteristics choose to associate with one another (a correlated effect). All of these assertions may be consistent with the empirical evidence. The data alone cannot reveal which is correct. Perhaps all are. This is an identification problem. (p. 2) Moreover, additional uncertainty emerges as a result of the confusion resulting from accumulated social and political battles. Appraising a long-standing dispute over school financing in California, the Little Hoover Commission Report (Little Hoover Commission, 1997) stated:
Yet, a complicated system to pay for schools is exactly what California has. There are obvious parallels to Connecticut. Driven by court decisions, interest group pressure, political compromises and shifting trends, the system has grown increasingly complex without demonstrably moving the State any closer to the goal of a sound education for all children.
Despite the complexity and confusion underscoring the issue of school finance in Connecticut the Court waits for no one. The determinative nature of the legal action compels us to embrace a decision even when its outcome is unknown and possibly unknowable. Fortunately, it is a decision-making framework that we understand well, especially because it calls attention not only to the direct costs or consequences of a decision. Rather, it excels in calling attention to the nature of the counterfactuals -the road not taken -and their associated costs.
On the one hand, a finding for plaintiffs associated with some level of taxation would have a direct cost and an indirect impact on social incentives. On the other hand, if defendants prevail, there are social costs incurred in the poor civic and educational formation of our future citizens; our workforce.
In addition to the direct costs and the cost of unintended consequences, in contemplating either decision we must consider the potential costs of decision-making errors. If we choose to allocate additional monies but the theory fails and the performance gap remains unresolved we incur the costs of a false positive. If we choose in the alternative and allocate no monies it is possible that the discarded theory was correct and by doing so we miss out on the "solution" to the gap and thereby incur the costs of a false negative. In either case, and importantly for our argument below, it is the uncertainty or ambiguity accompanying the decision before us that impacts the choices we make.
Within this framework, therefore, we set out to identify the mechanism that minimizes the total social costs including the costs of errors and any costs associated with unintended consequences as well as transaction or administrative costs including legal costs and the costs attributable to the machinations of interest groups.
The Road Ahead
The decision making framework described above obliges us to pursue a more naïve question at the outset, to probe a little deeper into the foundational beliefs at the root of a fundamental dissension on the role of chance. This understanding is indispensible when making risky or uncertain choices. Herbert Simon (Simon, 1986) stated it as follows:
If we accept the proposition that both the knowledge and the computational power of the decision-maker is severely limited, then we must distinguish between the real world and the actor's perception of it and reasoning about it. That is to say we must construct a theory (and test it empirically) of the process of decision. Our theory must include not only the reasoning processes but also the processes that generated the actor's subjective representation of the decision problem, his or her frame. (pp: 210-211).
To this end we draw on research of many others for illustration. Specifically, we examine the relevance of cognitive biases and heuristics on decision-making processes, features that are especially relevant when one is faced with making a decision amidst a complex environment. Professor Cass Sunstein (Sunstein C. , Foreword, 1995) , acknowledges their relevance to the accurate evaluation of choices:
ordinary people tend to rely on heuristic devices -simplified cognitive strategies for evaluating evidence -that lead to large private and public mistakes in risk assessment (at ix).
Decisions in complex environments take longer or require more cognitive resources than decisions in simple situations. Intuitively, the extra effort required to deploy a more sophisticated strategy is a cost that often outweighs the potential benefits of enhanced accuracy. These tradeoffs thus constrain the types of strategies that are chosen.
Perhaps the most commonly invoked explanation for bias is that they are a byproduct of processing limitations. Humans are boundedly-rational: their information processing time and ability are limited. As a result we use shortcuts or rules of thumb that are prone to breakdown in systematic ways. This explanation can be traced to the seminal work of Tversky and Kahneman .
We revisit the role of chance in education outcomes which we hold forth as the focal point of our argument. We claim that impasse embodies differing interpretations on the role of chance and that most of us rely on an unduly narrow analytical frame to the problem. We acknowledge that extending this agent-level heuristics to aggregate decision-making institutions is necessarily speculative. But an important part of the exploration is to determine whether the organizational context is likely to enhance or inhibit the individual heuristics. Succinctly, when decisions are taken infrequently there is little room for feedback and sorting, the learning which acts as an aggregate corrective to deviations from rational behavior at the agent level.
We conclude that firmly held beliefs are swayed with difficulty. We thus turn to the plausibility of allocation by sortition -a decision-making tool easily understood in its practice. A lottery eliminates or avoids the traps set by the cognitive biases inherent in complex decision-making.
Our argument unfolds as follows. The next section provides a succinct, historical overview of the legal and legislative battles underscoring education finance reform in Connecticut. In the third section we set forth the focal point of the analysis -the asymmetrical understanding of the role of chance in educational performance. We then examine the relevance of narrow framing in the decision whether to support the plea for incremental monies. We then explore the lottery as a mechanism for allocation. In the last section we offer concluding comments.
The Legal History
Although the original legal theory underscoring Horton v. Meskill (1977) spoke of equalizing educational resources across towns and cities, the debate has resurfaced lately in CCJEF v. Rell as a concern over the right to an "adequate" education (CCJEF v. Rell, 2010) . Despite the semantic shift, the controversy has always been over acceptable remedies for closing the observed disparity in educational performance -the achievement gap -across racial groups in the state. (Note 7) And although there have been other proposals seeking to address the performance gap, the present dispute has been, and continues to be, a battle for monies. (Note 8) As in many other states, racial minorities in Connecticut consistently underperform their white counterparts (CONNCAN, 2010) . According to the U.S. Department of Education figures, Connecticut has the largest achievement gap between poor and more affluent students in the nation, with poor students positioned three grades behind their affluent cohort (Note 9). As in many other states, racial minorities in Connecticut tend to cluster in urban areas; in Connecticut these clusters are found primarily -but not exclusively -in the cities of Bridgeport, New Haven and Hartford, and in the towns and suburbs ringing these cities. (Note 10) In addition, these urban areas are comparatively and often markedly poorer than the rest of the state. Because the proposals tend to result in the diversion of funds from rural townships towards urban areas, this segmentation effectively pits State Assembly representatives from the rural -mostly white -areas of the state against those representatives from primarily urban-dwelling, minority groups. The impasse at the legislature thus reflects the geographic political calculus invoked by the fragmentation of decision-maker-cum-voter interests.
Horton and Its Progeny
School finance reform has been one of the most controversial and contentious issues in public International Journal of Education ISSN 1948 -5476 2011 www.macrothink.org/ije 8 policy over the last thirty years not only in Connecticut but across the nation. Public schools have served as battlegrounds over fundamental questions of equality, and access to social and economic opportunities. Since the historic decision rendered by the California Supreme Court in Serrano v. Priest (1971) equated public education with a fundamental right, a wave of legal and legislative reforms have swept the nation. Connecticut has not remained immune. Following the lead of California, a Connecticut group filed suit in the early 1970s arguing that Connecticut's heavy reliance on the property tax to finance public schools was unconstitutional.
The Connecticut Supreme Court in Horton v. Meskill (1977) found in favor of the plaintiffs. The Court directed the General Assembly to fashion a plan to equalize spending between school districts. Thirty years plus and numerous attempts later, the goal of reducing the performance gap has not been achieved. In fact, despite modest strides in equalizing spending, the gap between rich and poor districts appears to have widened. In examining what she termed as "Horton's Odyssey" to describe the fortunes of the school financing battles, DeNardis finds the State Assembly's managing of the charge -an "apparent policy failure (DeNardis, Horton's Odyssey: The Politics of School Reform in Connecticut, 2010)." (Note 11)
The lion's share of the policy failure rests with the Connecticut General Assembly. As the body prompted by court decisions to design an equalization plan, much of the responsibility can be squarely placed at the legislature's doorstep. While the design of the equalization plans differed depending on whether Democrats or Republicans controlled the General Assembly, what did not differ greatly was a notable reluctance to fully fund equalization schemes. Both political parties seemed to be equally concerned with cost containment yielding to important political realities. Gubernatorial inaction, legislative recalcitrance and looming financial and fiscal realities all conspired to doom school finance reform in Connecticut. (at 275).
In Horton v. Meskill the Connecticut Supreme Court acknowledged the notion that the bad moral luck that has befallen its minority brethren generates an entitlement, a community obligation. The Court said that a system of school financing that relied on local property tax revenues without regard to disparities in town wealth and that lacked significant state support was unconstitutional. The conundrum emerged because the Court in effect failed to address the necessary priors for government action: who should pay, who should receive, and how much. The practical impossibility of agreeing on these set of questions inevitably would result in further legal action.
It soon arrived. In a related case, Sheff v. O'Neill, the Connecticut Supreme Court ruled that the state had an affirmative obligation to provide Connecticut's school children with a substantially equal educational opportunity and that this constitutionally guaranteed right encompasses the access to a public education which is not substantially and materially impaired by racial and ethnic isolation (Sheff v. O'Neill, 1996) .The remedies implemented in the wake of the Sheff proved to be insufficient. Meanwhile, school financing reform took center stage again with the suit filed in 2005 by the Connecticut Coalition for Justice in International Journal of Education ISSN 1948 -5476 2011 Education Funding (CCJEF) on behalf of several Connecticut students and families. Plaintiffs again argued that the state's failure to properly fund public schools inadequately prepares students for higher education and employment opportunities. CCJEF contended that the achievement gaps between students in the inner cities and students of the more affluent suburbs of the state was proof that quality education is not present in Connecticut. Upon that premise, plaintiffs' theory rested on noting disparities in preschool classes, libraries, technology, hours of instruction, class size, textbooks, special education programs, and curriculum as evidence that the state has failed their obligation to provide a suitable educational opportunity (Lohman, 2005) . Furthermore, CCJEF maintained that the state's failure to support a suitable public education system has disproportionately impacted African-American, Latino, and other minority students.
The state moved to strike the adequacy claims, arguing that the state Constitution does not confer a right to "suitable" educational opportunities, and does not guarantee equity or parity of educational achievement or results. The Connecticut Superior Court concurred and ruled in 2007 that the state constitution does not assure a minimum standard of quality for public education.
CCJEF, however, immediately filed an appeal and was joined by the support of many in the legal education community, including the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, who filed a friend of the court brief in 2008 on behalf of the Connecticut State Conference NAACP and the Center for Children's Advocacy.
The Connecticut Supreme Court reversed the lower court's ruling. It relied on Horton v. Meskill, where the Court found that under the state constitution, the state must provide a substantially equal educational opportunity to its youth in its free public schools.
The court also paid considerable deference to Sheff v. O'Neil, where it had held that the courts have a role in ensuring that students receive the fundamental guarantee of an education. The court found that "the fundamental right to an education is not an empty linguistic shell" and must meet modern educational standards.
The Dual-Cost Framework for Understanding Policy Decision-Making
Judge Richard Posner observes: the consequences of the law are often unknown, so that feedback is impossible. Hence the justification of legal decisions -the demonstration that a judicial decision has been proved correct, is often impossible ( (Posner, 1993) Sensitivity to the dual-cost or error-cost character -the names are used synonymously -of decision-making under uncertainty, are increasingly found across any number of fields. Examples of discussions of the likelihood and associated costs of errors range from rain forecasting, to the security of computer operations to airport screening protocols (Savage & Wainer, 2008) . Sadly, the framework's relevance and insightfulness as an ex ante framework is often discovered -more often than not -in the wake of regrettable or unfortunate incidents such as an earthquake, terrorist attack, or hurricane. Still, its present reliance as a formal analytical methodology in the appraisals of decision-making in legal, social and public policy settings is sufficiently widespread to be considered if not conventional, certainly well International Journal of Education ISSN 1948 -5476 2011 ensconced within the mainstream.
There is an inherent uncertainty in the decision-making process. The dual-cost framework reflects the unavoidable reality that policy decisions -as do all screening tests -filters or appraisals that presume to identify or diagnose a binary outcome (true, false; guilty, not guilty; ill, not ill, etc.), may do so incorrectly. And it may do so, incorrectly, in one of two ways. Consider the example of a medical test which screens for a particular condition. Two kinds of possible errors result from these processes -false positives and false negatives. A false positive in medical screening occurs when the test diagnoses a patient as having the disease, when in reality the patient is disease-free. It is positive because the test indicates that the patient has the disease, and it is false because the patient, in reality, does not have the suspected illness. A false negative in medical screening occurs when the diagnostic test finds no evidence of a disease in a patient who is, in reality, disease-ridden.
Importantly, a decision based on a diagnostic test should not depend on the rate of false positives or false negatives alone. Errors are costly. A positive outcome will possibly trigger further testing, and perhaps stressful and possibly painful preliminary treatment. In our medical-screening example, the reporting of a positive test result to a patient confers emotional anguish, anxiety, frustration, inter alia, intangible costs no less relevant and possibly more copious and substantive than the monetary cost of treatment. Also, the impact or utility of the costliness of the errors varies across individuals and by accretion, social groups. A cancer diagnosis, frightful as it is, would not have the same impact among us all; some weather adversity with stoicism, others less so. Thus, we appraise the utility of a medical test outcome rather than only the error rate to account for the intangible significantly real costs.
The dual-error framework applies, mutatis mutandis, with equal rigor to our educational financing impasse. The elements of decision-making can be visualized in the following diagram which sets forth the outcomes between expenditures and performance. Table 1 .
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The diagram frames the decision on the underlying empirical relationship between a International Journal of Education ISSN 1948 -5476 2011 measurable rubric of school spending such as cost per pupil or a similar metric, -and revealed outcomes in terms of some measure of performance. The vertical line represents the existing segmentation in the level of school funding-labeled dichotomously for purpose of illustration in the graph as high and low spending. The measured performance representing broad, economy-wide outcomes or more immediate measures of academic performance can be seen along the vertical axis. The realized performance, again, for purposes of illustration characterized in the table above by the two segments labeled 'Inferior' and 'Superior.'
Thus, the level of spending in combination with resulting student performance results in four possible outcomes, reflecting a similar interpretation discussed above using a medical screening test as the archetypical example. If spending is high and it results in successful performance it is considered a True Positive outcome. If the spending is high but the outcome ascribes to a low performing student -the outcome is considered a false positive. By the same token when expenditures are modest it may have been associated with a high performing student if the outcome a result considered a false negative. And last, if the spending is considered below and is associated with a poor performing student, the outcome is considered a true negative. A fundamental point is that a compensatory relationship exists among the proportions or probabilities, of the four outcomes (Swets, 1992) . Specifically, Exactly where the positive criterion is set determines the balance among these proportions. If a low or lenient criterion is set, the proportions of both true-positive and false positive outcomes will be relatively high and the proportions of both true-negative and false-negative outcomes will be relatively low. The converse is the case when a high or strict criterion is set. (at 523)
The tradeoffs involved in the financing debate are equivalently arrayed but act in opposite directions because of the zero-sum nature of school finance: increased allocations to one group reduce the monies available to the second group. Those who advocate more monies for minorities argue that it enhances their academic performance thereby impacting their futures along two broad lines. First, increased monies will enhance their ability to earn a good-living in the future. Second, increased academic performance reduces their chances of dropping-out of school; dropping-out is associated with lowered lifetime incomes, an increased probability of criminal activity, in effect increasing their chances of depending on state largesse in the future.
Those opposing the income transfers offer equally compelling arguments. Reduced monies reduce the chances of success of above-average students preventing them from reaching their full potential and depriving society of the potential gains of their future efforts, to the detriment of us all. Similarly, the increased tax burdens on the suburbs required to finance the increased monies combined with the sense of being victimized by a state action that has been unjustly hijacked by the politics of race tend to erode entrepreneurial initiative and risk-taking. Again, these have future economic repercussions for us all.
Hammond notes that each of the four regions in table of outcomes above will develop its own political constituency (Hammond, 1996; Stewart, 2000) . In the presence of irreducible uncertainty, the groups arrayed in opposition will seek to either shift or hold firm the level of International Journal of Education ISSN 1948 -5476 2011 expenditures.
Those advocating increased spending have minorities as their constituency. They emphasize their plight and the adverse consequences and disregard or diminish the plausible occurrences of those who oppose them. Conversely, those opposed to further redistribution argue the opposite scenario with equal vehemence and disregard, disbelieve or discount the proffered counterfactuals. There is an additional consequence that may be as costly as any of the competing scenarios-the interest group competition that devolves into considerable dissipation of wealth.
Although the framework applies, mutatis mutandis, with equal rigor to our educational financing conundrum, there are important similarities as well as crucial differences worth clarifying between medical testing and social policy generally. In medical screening protocols, we appraise the size of breast nodules via imaging technology, for example, because there is a well-documented relationship between the appearance of breast nodules and the emergence of breast cancer. Such a relationship between incremental monies for schooling and outcomes exists but is less precise, in a statistical sense, that the medical one.
There are two sources of error in this framework (so far). First, the imaging machine itself is imperfect and wholly incapable of avoiding error in its appraisal. Still, the sensitivity of the particular medical test can be gauged by appraising its performance against a ''gold standard.'' This calibration of the machine's capabilities, usually completed by a device manufacturer via the use of samples with known outcomes, allows for the determination of the instrument's ability to correctly identify whether a particular illness or condition is present or not. Thus, the accuracy of a medical procedure can be established by reference to an 'objective' reality. (Note 12) Second, the metric, or statistic selected to provide the causal link to the outcome may itself boast an imperfect association. Thus, the presence of a nodule does not automatically result in cancer.
When it comes to social policy the process is considerably more error prone. Gauging and appraising differ in quality and setting. No objective reality can be discerned, especially one under the controlled settings under which a gold standard is established to calibrate machine testing protocols. In fact, some scholars, aware of the scant data-driven results have advocated more instances of social policy controlled experimentation. Even those administering medical screens do not know, at the time of actually performing them, who has the disease, and who does not; otherwise there would be no need to ''test.'' Thus, there is always some likelihood that a test set forth to determine whether a patient has a disease, or whether a particular weather forecast was a hit rather than a miss may result in the incorrect answer -an error.
Educational Performance and Chance
Most people, when pressed, would acknowledge that individual agency and chance play a role in the outcome of many activities: sports, business, investments and education -but nonetheless, have a poor sense of the relative contribution of each (Mauboussin, 2009) . When it comes to schooling, to many, personal success or failure in school depends on individual International Journal of Education ISSN 1948 -5476 2011 www.macrothink.org/ije 13 agency: personal initiative and responsibility (Chua, 2011) . (Note 13) To others, educational performance depends largely on chance.
This interpretive contrast represents bookends of a spectrum where views differ on the weight ascribed to each component in the resolution of outcomes. Libertarians, placing greater supremacy on the individual minimize the influence of chance whereas egalitarians view the fortunes of minorities as heavily beset by chance or "moral luck" (Nagel, 1976; Epstein, Luck, 1988) . These competing appreciations of the role of chance have generated deep-disagreements over the role of government in many policy spheres and resulted in conflicting goals in American education policy (Epstein, Decentralized Responses to Good Fortune and Bad Luck, 2008) .
This understanding of the role of agency versus chance is a foundational belief -rarely informed by data or facts. It would be for Douglass North an instance of a mental model that sits astride a shared framework of mental models (North, Institutions, Instutitional Change and Economic Performance, 1990) . These provide groups of individuals with both an interpretation of the environment and a prescription as to how that environment should be ordered. To North and other institutionalists "beliefs" and "perceived reality" are critical in shaping the prospects of institutional change (North, Understanding the Process of Economic Change, 2005). Our perceptions of reality -of the nexus of cause and effect relationships that govern the physical and social environment -will influence the types of beliefs that we form. "Beliefs" are propositions to which we assign truth value; these include positive beliefs about cause and effect relationships as well as normative beliefs about justice, virtue, and other considerations. These beliefs shape and inform the kinds of institutions that emerge, the constraints governing institutional evolution, and the organizations that form in response to the institutions. Generally, organizations enact policies, policies create outcomes, and these outcomes alter our perceptions of reality. Over time, institutional, economic, and social change will be slow, incremental, and, in many respects, fundamentally unpredictable (Carden, 2009) .
As with all such closely-held beliefs it would matter little if we were given applicable information to illustrate its relevance or lack thereof. In an example of both optimism bias as well as self-serving bias, if and when confronted with critical data we are likely to interpret it in a manner consistent with our own views. Moreover, we are likely to skew the evidence favorably towards our interpretation of events. Perhaps more striking is the fact that unaware of our skewed information processing trait we are prone to remain smug in our conviction that our judgments are free of bias.
The libertarian emphasis on individual agency lie in general opposition to an expansion of the state's involvement in social policy including education policy. Egalitarians tend to believe that government has an obligation to compensate for individual deprivation that occurs naturally through no fault of their own (Epstein, Decentralized Responses to Good Fortune and Bad Luck, 2008) . This understanding sets a framework for advocating for an expansion of the role of the state on social policies. Not surprisingly, this advocacy forges an education policy designed to remedy past social inequities. It does so because recognizing the relevance International Journal of Education ISSN 1948 -5476 2011 of moral luck logically leads on to question the source of the disadvantage which produced present-day unequal educational opportunities.
The seemingly impregnable path dependency underscoring the educational process is insidious and debilitating not only to minority groups but to all of us. Indeed, the legal terrain is testimony to the collective sense that the historic patterns of behavior can be remedied by redistribution mechanisms. Education after all, is the great equalizer in American society. Yet, while we appear to agree on the redirection of educational resources we differ on the amount.
The rationale of singling out for scrutiny the evaluation of the environment in which students learn -as plaintiffs do in CCJEF v. Rell -is seemingly sensible. It appears commonsensical because we feel physical facilities constitute a necessary input. What is not self-evident at first glance is that physical facilities are not a sufficient input into the learning process. In addition, faculty credentials are appraised to determine whether they reflect required subject-area expertise. Libraries, classroom conditions and computer facilities support academic efforts.
Plaintiffs in CCJEF v. Rell claim rested on an urban v. rural comparison of the various education physical inputs. By singling out differences in the composition of inputs they were effectively setting forth an educational services production function based on fixed inputs (Hanushek, 2002) . Put differently, that a particularly desired level of education outcome demanded an equal composition of inputs. Rather, it is sensible to think that an education output production function could achieve comparable levels of output with varying levels of inputs -in effect, recognizing the possibility of substituting, at the margin, some inputs for another. For example, it is entirely possible that Lay's potato chips contain certain level of energy as input whereas some other companies substitute less energy to achieve comparable products in the sense that across the consuming public these competing products are de facto substitutes. Obviously, this argument can only be stretched so far. At some point, to effectively deliver educational services a basic level of a particular input is clearly necessary. An adequate environment is necessary but not sufficient because education performance varies dramatically based on the combination of provider outputs and user inputs. But education performance is the product of a service markedly different from other services in our economy. Take another example. The "outcome" derived from the services of a banker, a plumber, or a car mechanic whiles susceptible to variations in the skill of the provider, remain relatively homogenous across service purchasers: either the toilet works or it doesn'tit really doesn't matter whether some users flush harder than others.
Educational performance is different because chance -in the manner of variation in the early childhood skills that a child brings with him constitutes an unavoidable input into the process -one that necessarily devolves into varying levels of performance even if all other inputs were similar across the board. Kids who commence their schooling having benefited from parents' careful nurturing, devotion and concern -traits typically positively associated with higher income level families -are likely to perform better than those who come from environments in which neglect, poor language skills, and little or scant discretionary time available for kids (Currie, 2011) . These latter traits are in fact, inversely associated with less affluent and poor families. The lack of observational equivalence between urban and rural children makes it close to impossible to fully appraise the performance of a particular system. Indeed, the appraisal of performance is a task fraught with countless difficulties under normal circumstances only to be made worse if one fails to account for these resolutions of moral luck.
How should society manage the educational odds its citizen's face? The various alternatives possible can result in a service or a disservice to its citizens. We assume that a reduction in the arbitrariness affecting human life is a desirable thing. Yet it costs more for the state to remove luck's influence. This conclusion proceeds from two premises. The first is that disaggregating the effects of luck (unchosen inputs) from effort or agency (chosen inputs) is often an impossibility. In fact, to pretend otherwise is a cognitive fallacy what 2002 Economics Nobelist Daniel Kahneman refers to as a 'focusing illusion" (Schkade & Kahneman, 1998 ) and Sunstein 'system-neglect' (Sunstein C. , Cognition and Cost-Benefit Analysis, 2000) . Kahneman notes that "when people are induced to believe that they 'must have' a good, they greatly exaggerate the difference that the good will make to the quality of their life." Moreover, the focusing illusion, according to Kahneman "is greater for some goods than for others, depending on the extent to which the goods attract continued attention over time." When it comes to education:
Education is an important determinant of income -one of the most important -but it is less important than most people think. If everyone had the same education, the inequality of income would be reduced by less than 10%. When you focus on education you neglect the myriad other factors that determine income. The differences of income among people who have the same education are huge. (Kahneman, www.edge.org, 2011) Where chance and agency are intertwined as much as they are in education, the costs of separating them may be greater than the gains from responding optimally to each component. Second, luck corrections cannot be successfully unbundled from politics -once characterized by rent-seeking and influence peddling. As will become clearer later, we argue that allocation by lottery is a reasonable response to educational fortuity and superior to government correctives.
The Current Impasse as an Embodiment of Cognitive Limitations
The potential direct liability of increased redistribution via school finance -were CCJEF to prevail -entails the likelihood of higher taxes at the expense of the more affluent, white suburbs. The argument in support of the increased monies is as follows: we either pay now or we pay later. Neglect and disregard for the human aspects of the performance gap will condemn these kids to future menial jobs and compel many into a life of crime. We -as a society all lose if we do not adequately train our workforce for the economy of the future.
The argument in opposition to the redistributive scheme paints an equally dire picture. Higher taxes increases the costs of doing business, depresses initiative and entrepreneurship, impairing the state and society's prospects for continued growth in the future. By opting for redistributive schemes with unproven results we handicap our present and especially our International Journal of Education ISSN 1948 -5476 2011 www.macrothink.org/ije 16 future competitive abilities.
When we debate the issue of increased redistribution we place greater weight on believing our side of the argument. We not only seek confirming information but disproportionately weigh it while at the same time discounting contrary or disconfirming evidence. These are routine descriptive human cognitive processes.
The relevance of cognitive processes embodying short-cut rules for decision-making are well-known. Writing over 20 years ago, Robert Frank (Frank, 1988) noted that "it is no longer controversial to say that we come into the world equipped with nervous systems that predispose us to behave in particular ways." (at 5-6) When confronting a decision fraught with risk, with uncertainty or ambiguity as to the consequences of our decisions, we routinely fail to recognize the systemic nature of individual decision-making. We tend to assume that any change resulting from a particular decision before us alters only the issue of immediate interest to us -a choice architecture that was established in the framing of the problem. Implicitly, we assume it does not affect other constituent parts. And if we acknowledge any secondary attributes, links or feedback effects we severely discount their relevance or correspondence. The capacity of human beings when it comes to the collection, storage, organization and use of knowledge involves costs and time -and this naturally limits the scope for logical choice by individuals. By neglecting the associated impact on other parts of the system, we tend to discount or neglect the possible wide-array of tradeoffs incurred.
The fact that people when faced with explicitly probabilistic prospects, tend to frame their decision problem narrowly was established a while ago by Heiner, March and Shapira and others (Heiner, 1986; March & Shapira, 1987) . It is indispensible for us to understand the relevance on decision-making of such a narrow frame because otherwise, there would be no meaningful controversy over the varying understanding of the relevance of moral luck, only shortsighted and inefficient outcomes; at least in the short run. With careful tinkering and perfect knowledge and information, any evident systematic error would ultimately disappear. But the fact is that there are various associated cognitive issues that impair this process precisely because we have neither perfect knowledge nor a well-disposed decision rule.
Consider the typical reaction we all display when confronted with evidence that is contrary to one's heartfelt beliefs. Taber and Lodge describe it accurately (Taber & Lodge, 2006) : research findings confirming a hypothesis are accepted more or less at face value, but when confronted with contrary evidence, we become "motivated skeptics," (Note 14) mulling over possible reasons for the "failure", picking apart possible flaws in the study, recoding variables, and only when all the counter arguing fails do we rethink our beliefs. …One negative consequence of this practice is that bad theories and weak hypotheses, like prejudices, persist longer then they should.
This conclusion emerges from work in which Taber and Lodge (2000) examined the prior attitudes and attitude changes of students when exposed to political literature for and against gun control and affirmative action. Their model, which they called motivated skepticism helps explain when, how, why and under what conditions citizens are prone to be biased political information processors.
The study found support for the following hypotheses:
1. Prior attitude effect. Subjects who feel strongly about an issue -even when encouraged to be objective -will evaluate supportive arguments more favorably than contrary arguments.
2. Disconfirmation bias. Subjects will spend more time and cognitive resources denigrating contrary arguments than supportive arguments.
3. Confirmation bias. Subjects free to choose their information sources will seek out supportive rather than contrary sources.
4. Attitude polarization. Exposing subjects to an apparently balanced set of pro and con arguments will exaggerate their initial polarization.
5.
Attitude strength effect. Subjects voicing stronger attitudes will be more prone to the above biases.
6. Sophistication effect. Politically knowledgeable subjects, because they possess greater ammunition with which to counter-argue incongruent facts and arguments, will be more prone to the above biases.
All appear to be operative in our processing of the elements of the decision before us.
The system neglect heuristic may be further decomposed. We tend to overestimate the extent to which performance is due to agency, free will or disposition and underweight the extent to which performance depends on the various environmental factors surrounding an underlying situation -including the role of chance. In this sense, the behavioral appraisal of educational outcomes constitutes a manifestation of the heuristic process of representativeness, in which judgments of the likelihood of an event are thought to be based on assessments of how well and event represents or matches particular prototypes.
The basic thesis of the Heuristics and Biases literature is that people rely on simple habits of the mind when confronting decisions under uncertainty. In routine commonplace ordinary life, we pride ourselves on being logical and sensible decision-makers -capably and rationally adding up costs and benefits of the choices before us and thereby willfully choosing the most advantageous alternative. Yet, real-world decision-makers frequently depart from the prescriptions of normative decision-theory. The human decision maker systematically and predictably deviates from how it should behave. Most of us do not adhere to principles of deductive logic. Despite our explicit or implicit claim, we resist relying on broad-based optimization strategies (such as cost-benefit analysis or expected utility maximization) as a means of addressing questions of risk, equity or morality in favor of simple rules of thumb.
Educational politics thrives on attention-grabbing events. Plaintiffs and supporters turn to public appearances with children. They craft slogans to make their positions trigger emotional connections to underlying impressions -rendering them easily understood and therefore remembered. Attention is drawn to salient stimuli that contrast with other stimuli in the environment. Attention is drawn to vivid stimuli, such as stories of personal experience and emotionally arousing information ( (Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Hirshleifer, 2007) . The intent is to spur favorable actions drawing upon the "availability bias" i.e. the tendency to overestimate the likelihood of occurrence of the salient or recent events that come to mind easily.
Allocation Mechanisms
Policy issues cannot be resolved at the theoretical level because different theories offer guidance often at cross-purposes. It is a practical impossibility to rationally decide ex ante on the level of monies necessary to address the performance gap. But even if we agreed on first principles -it is not clear what mechanism or formula we would use to allocate the monies. Should the monies be allocated based on merit, on need, or on a first come first served basis? Should we establish a market? In this section we review the typical mechanisms available to groups and governments to allocate scarce resources.
Goods or benefits are scarce when demands exceed available supplies; thus, every applicant cannot receive them. The more commonplace means of allocation include the market, merit or need and temporal priority (Greely, 1977; Calabresi & Bobbitt, 1978) . In this section we examine their merits and limitations.
There are, of course, markets. A market mechanism translates demand and ability to pay into a system that allocates goods to their highest-valued use. Market allocations have a special virtue: left unfettered, the workings of the free market lead to an optimal allocation of resources under certain conditions. In this idealized world, all agents have perfect information. All buyers and sellers know what all the other buyers and sellers are willing to pay or to sell for; and they know that everyone else knows that they know. All agents in are perfectly rational. An agent is rational if decisions are based on (a) a known set of goods or alternatives and their corresponding outcomes; the goods or alternatives not only constitute such essentials as food and clothing but also include various forms of services; (b) a well-behaved preference rule in which more counts for better, when judged by subjective standards; and (c) a maximization criterion.
The intensity of our individual preferences differ across goods, as it turns out. But it is this divergence in preferences which allows for gains from voluntary trade. And trade, especially in the absence of transaction costs, improves each individual's position. Markets, in this highly stylized world serve as benchmarks against which other allocations are gauged.
The real world is not like this. In the real world decision-makers do not have complete information. Rather, they have private, limited, localized information which constitute costs. And as we discussed above, humans are not perfectly rational either. They may want to maximize their self-interest, but it is not always clear how this can be accomplished. Often, as a result we settle for sub-optimal outcomes.
There are allocations based on perceptions of merit or need. It requires the selection of a particular identifying decision metric; an ordinal ranking of all participants based on their 'score.' And last, a cutoff or threshold separating those who obtain the benefit and those who don't.
One can rely on first-in-time rules: (first-come, first-served) which often reward knowledge, speed & desire (unrelated to wealth). Often these rules are internalized in norms of behavior, within a culture or tradition. Indeed, because it saves us from the potential disutility of 'thinking' we can simply turn to how we have been doing things all along and rely on customs, mores and traditions.
These mechanisms economize on transactions costs in varying degrees and thereby reduce the amount of cognitive demands on our decision-making. Conventions, mores and traditions enable decision-making without thinking much about them and overcome the operational and transactional difficulties in attempting to implement an optimal solution. First in time is clearly suboptimal. It does not account for the strength of preferences. But the amount of work it would take to figure out the ideal allocation would far outweigh the benefits from such an allocation. It facilitates the coordination problem by providing a roadmap to both sides of a transaction as to the most likely decision a counterparty will take.
Allocation by Randomization
For most people, chance is a familiar but unexamined concept, a word that means different things to different people and different things to one person depending on context. We dream of winning the lottery; we despair of the possibility of being in a plane crash. Or we speak of a chance encounter, by which they mean unplanned, unanticipated. This belief can be captured in a simple number, a probability or odds of something happening (Mauboussin, 2009 ).
Chance can be a menace while simultaneously proffering a hopeful opportunity. When investing, for example, we speak of the chance of losing money. Yet, at the same timeconvince ourselves that our instincts, our skill or our lucky predisposition trounce all. Chance is a thing that upsets our investment plans, makes us poor where we hoped to be rich. We weigh risks, compare stocks with bonds, real estate with treasuries. Most people have no idea how to do that systematically and numerically, but they accept that chance is, somehow, involved in their personal investments. Consider the alternative -they have only themselves to blame for a lousy investment -bad luck makes a handy scapegoat.
How prevalent are lotteries in decision-making? Lotteries are not uncommon. They are routinely used for example, to decide who sits on a jury, who receives scarce medical treatments, and who gets to attend magnet and charter schools. Despite their presence, and upon reflection, people do not like having their circumstances decided by lottery. This is especially true if most people cling, as most of us do, to the idea that outcomes must exist for particular reasons -ascribing a cause-and-effect relation to matter in which such a relation may not exist. This invites the conclusion that 'solving the problem' is a matter of technique rather than chance, and therefore the decision can be made in an informed and principled way, rather than by lottery.
What about those used to allocation by another system, especially if they were consistently "winners" in that system? Transitioning to a lottery system challenges them to admit that the system in which they often won was unfair, and that they were, therefore, unfair winners.
Are there general principles determining when a lottery is or isn't an appropriate way to distribute benefits? Peter Stone points out that there are many ways to distinguish among people, some of which will be irrelevant to solving whatever distribution problem is at hand. (For example, though it is possible to distinguish among people by skin color, many would consider this distinction irrelevant when, say, determining which young adults to conscript into the military.) Still, some distinctions will be relevant to solving that distribution problem.
(For example, distinguishing between able-bodied young adults and disabled ones might be important for deciding whom to conscript.) In light of this, Stone's heuristic for deciding when a lottery is appropriate is this: If, after exhausting all relevant distinctions among potential beneficiaries, it remains undetermined how to distribute the benefit in question, then use a lottery. This helps prevent irrelevant distinctions from infecting distributors' decision-making (Stone, What Can Lotteries Do For Education?, 2008) .
Stone also thinks that only a particular kind of benefit, which he terms "lumpy," is appropriately distributed by lottery. Roughly, a lumpy benefit is one that can't be divided among an arbitrary number of beneficiaries such that everyone benefits to some degree. For example, suppose there are one hundred free tickets to the movie theater. If one hundred and one people want a free ticket, someone must go empty-handed, for it's impossible to distribute one hundred tickets among one hundred and one people without tearing (and thereby invalidating) some of the tickets.
How Would an Allocation-by-Lottery System Work?
The blindness of a lottery outcome means that it will sometimes seem unfair. Yet it is precisely because the lottery is blind that we often believe it to be the fairest means by which to resolve an essentially unfair situation -such as when a disadvantage or burden exists which must be distributed but which cannot be equally shared (Duxbury, 1999) .
It may seem that we generally agree when to rely on a lottery as the allocation mechanism of choice. Many scholars have examined the nature of lotteries and the reasons why people might wish to employ lotteries to make a wide variety of decisions (Duxbury, 1999; Elster, 1989; Goodwin, 2005; Kornhauser & Sager, 1988; Broome, 1984; Sher, 1980 ; Stone, The Logic of Random Selection, 2009; Stone, Three Arguments for Lotteries, 2010). The fascination with lotteries as a source of entertainment or guidance has inspired many works of fiction (Rhinehart, 2001; Borges, 1998; Jackson, 2009 ).
It appears we resort -or have resorted -to lottery -or sortition -for allocating organ transplants, judicial case assignments, tax audits, hunting licenses, military service, and jury pools, among others. For most, allocation by sortition seems to be available as a tie-breaking device. It is brought forth when two or more people have equal claims to a scarce good or service that cannot be divided among them by appealing to other allocation mechanisms. (Note 15) But others argue that a lotteries' appeal lies not so much on its probability-based fairness but rather in its ability to reduce the intensity of self-interested activity by lobbies and interest groups in a society. Rent seeking groups expend resources to divert ostensibly "free" benefits to their constituents (Lockhard, 2003) . The aggregated resources spent via rent-seeking activity can easily exceed the aggregate benefits effectively rendering the situation a net social loss.
Reliance on sortition in many fields appears natural (or, at the very least, tolerated) largely because it has been the traditional or customary allocative mechanism for that particular choice. Interestingly, we have more recently turned to sortition for decision-making in "non-traditional" fields where the use of a lottery would have appeared unthinkable to manyeven a few years ago. The right to immigrate to the United States, relies no longer on national quotas, racial preferences or any other such measures used in our past history. Rather, immigration policy relies on assignment via a "green card lottery." We have heard proposals to resort to lottery in the assigning of high-risk drivers to insurers (Mohl, 2004) . Beijing traffic authorities turned to lotteries to allocate a greatly reduced supply of new license plates in an attempt to reduce congestion and pollution (Lim, 2011) . In the field of education, for example, there is Race to the Top, a federal education program which allocated -via a lottery-flavored race -federal monies to states.
Lotteries are not only common but often mandated when choosing students for admission to oversubscribed charter and magnet schools (Stone, What Can Lotteries Do For Education?, 2008; Dolle & Newman, 2008) . Indeed, a subtext in Davis Guggenheim's, popular Waiting for Superman and Madeleine Sackler's The Lottery, films which document the hope, agony and disappointment of children soliciting admission into charter schools, renders selection by lot in an unflattering light yet is unequivocally tolerated because on its impartiality. Schwartz points to the poor performance of SAT scores and grade point averages in predicting college performance. Lotteries are proffered as a mechanism that would resolve the problems with-in school admissions (Schwartz, 2005) .
One would naturally have to take some account of need in forming the pool of those elegible among which to draw lots for the scarce good. Race to the Top was President Obama's signature education initiative. It constituted a competitive grant program that rewarded states for demonstrating innovation in teacher certification and innovation.
Monies would be allocated only by lottery. This would ensure that potential recipients assemble and organize the desired governance structures -but not guarantee any monies. It worked for the Education thing. All the states scrambled to "compete" for the funds, but only 10 got monies.
The Proposals
Freeze current levels of per pupil spending. Any incremental monies allocated to education would be disbursed by lottery. To participate in the lottery, school districts will be asked to implement particular changes considered vital in closing the performance gap. These particular elements will collectively establish a qualification threshold.
Alternatively, one would identify all the "needy" school districts; select several by sortition. These latter alone are to be awarded incremental monies. A comparable amount is to be awarded to a few affluent school districts. In this manner we have set out an identification scheme that will provide empirical evidence as to the relevance of the underlying theory (Ayres, Listokin, & Abramowicz, 2010) .
A lottery's impartiality severs the link between the heuristic errors incurred in the appraisal of beliefs and in the appraisal of outcomes; it assuages the sentiment of unfairness for it is ex ante equitable. A lottery removes the costly armature imposed by interest groups on the process. Last, a lottery severs the inefficient path dependence of the existing administrative structures.
Concluding Comments
Adjudicating public education monies by lottery may strike some of us as somewhat callous. And upon reflection we may further conclude that considering such a process borders on an abdication of our moral responsibility to discharge -in Connecticut -a fundamental element of our social contract. The right to education is firmly embedded in our state constitution. (Note 16) This faint (or vigorous, as the case might be) "revulsion" could be a misperception arising from many reasons including at least the following two. First, we could misunderstand allocation by lottery and, related, unintentionally discount its pervasiveness in our daily lives. Second, we fail to examine the attributes of allocation by lottery when set against the present allocation mechanism. It's not too difficult to see why we misunderstand the latter because it confounds many mechanisms at once. The present mechanism, a combination of a political process that badly aggregates education policy preferences, an institutional framework that enhances or facilitates rent-seeking and lends itself to strategic calculation resulting in what has become a viewers sport in Connecticut: the politics of race and ethnicity and the machinations of the powerful teachers' union. In these latter instances, resources wasted by the political process and the rent-seeking can easily absorb much or all of the surplus to be allocated.
